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About This Game

In Freedom Poopie you are a little and lost Poopie who was born in a dark and oppressive world and wants to look for his
freedom arriving to the sea.

But that will not be so easy, there will be a lot of deadly traps, gadgets and enemies that will kill you in an instant.
Help Poopie with all your dexterity due his freedom become true using the shinny keys through this abrupt world.
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Title: Freedom Poopie
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Electroplasmatic Games
Publisher:
Electroplasmatic Games
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 x32

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo E6600 2.4 GHZ or AMD Phenom X3 8450 2.1 GHZ

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 430GT or Radeon HD 5750 and Directx10

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: Windows-compatible keyboard and mouse required, pad controller is supported.

English,Russian,French,German
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Tired of RTS games limiting the amount of units you can have on the battlefield? Want the ability to go spit on the Geneva
Convention's treaties and bomb hundreds of pixelated soldiers? Is your refrigerator running? Well if you didn't get this game
free in a steam bungle like I did for Prison Architecture, then this game is for you.. Very interesting idea, very creative and
original.. For a very short and cheap VN with no choices (aka. kinetic novel) this wasn't actually THAT bad at all.
The game didn't really tell much but for some reason I enjoyed it anyway. There is no wisdom in it but at least something
interesting was happening.
(What a nice romantic poem about "a butt moving from side to side" by the way xD). For those seeking a totally different and
very powerful video game experience, I would highly recommend Beckett. It is a playable work of art and stands in a genre all
its own. Read my full review at  JustAdventure. [justadventure.com]. I will look now for a refund. This is a scam.
Hope someone can ask legal punishment.. No fullscreen option and there's an incredible graphical glitch which consumes the
entire map with black void. I used the minimap to easily win races. This game is garbage, it's like something I would make.. Fun
game to pass time. This game is much better than the first; the layout looks a lot nicer and is a lot clearer + intuitive, the game is
less performance-demanding, the insults are better + make a lot more sense... the list goes on, with other reviews having covered
why it's better. If you liked the first one, you'll definitely like this one; if you found merits with the first one but were frustrated
with its limitations like me, you'll probably like this one; if you've never played either game in this series but are interested,
don't bother with the first one and get this one since this just adds on to the previous game and doesn't subtract anything from it.
Summary: a worthy follow-up that fixed most issues (at least the most nagging ones), improved performance and built on the
original game's strengths.. Suprisingly enjoyable, but Sudden Strike Forever rules forever.. The story is potentially interesting,
but the game is too short, the enigmas too easy and the click zone way too wide. I kept going back in the previous zone, when I
just meant to click on something a bit south of the page.
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This was disappointing. I bought this on sale, as I was told it wasn't worth the full price, and I am happy I did, because I feel I
wasted my money.

The game has a lot of problems. In order of how much they annoyed me (short summary at end):

1. Language. It's obvious whoever(s) made this game wasn't a native english speaker. I can tell, because all of the writing in this
game seems to have come from Google Translate. It's annoying, and difficult to interpret.

2. The map interface. It has a habit of closing for no reason, and you have to click around to re-open it.

3. Realms (teams\/countries?). They have absolutely no description, no history, nothing. You just blindly pick one, and the only
thing you're told is that a certain realm prefers magic, another nature, another machine. Nothing about the history or personality
of the realms, and nothing about the pros and cons of choosing said realm. You essentially feel like there's no weight to the
choice, outside of aesthetics.

4. Stratagy. There's not a lot. Which is strange, since this is a tower defence game. When you play the game, you realize you can
only place towers in small designated blue areas. Effectively, it's already decided exactly where you're going to put your towers,
which limits the player a lot.

5. The interface. First: It's huge. Second: It's ugly. Third: It's so large as to actually hinder the player, which is the opposite of
what it's supposed to do.

6. The graphics. Obviously, I was prepared for the graphics to not be the best. It's a tower defense game. This said, the graphics
are not the best at all. They kind of reminded me of old Runescape graphics (from about 8-10 years ago, not whatever the
current graphics are).

7. Controls: You can't move the map with your mouse, but you can zoom. You can't zoom with your keyboard, but you can
move. Not sure if this is intentional, but it feels like an over sight.

8. Difficulty. This game is really easy, which is why I haven't played it much. You can just plop your towers in their
predetermined locations and wait, not much intervention is required at all, which is disappointing.

Summary: This game is frusterating to play, between the lack of strategy, frusterating interface, controls, lack of graphical
appeal, and setting, this game is likely to disappoint people. I can't recommend it at all, as much as I wanted to like it because
"3D Tower Defense!" it just doesn't live up to expectations.. Let's be real here. What's not to love about this software?

You can make an old school RPG with the old school feel.
Side view battle system.
Create games fro commercial use.
Lots of resources.
Easy to use.
No scripting knowledge needed.
Great for beginners.

Highly recommend for new game makers and anyone looking to get into game making, but have no scripting knowledge or dont
have the funds to put out $70-$90 for a newer version of software.. At last a AAA quality VR game that blows those short-lived
tech demos out of the water! Don't even give it a second thought, It really is that good. It even has a classic retro Battlezone you
can play with the same visuals but now in glorious VR. Definitely worth the asking price and with coop as standard, it's the
cherry on the cake! Tanks a lot Rebellion ;) 10/10. Simply programmed, but a good game nonetheless.. This games is pure fun!.
Heroes of Annihilated Empires is the Fantasy RTS version of Cossacks. It tries the same thing as Warlords Battlecry and
Warcraft 3 did before it by adding RPG elements to it. I want to love the game, but it has to many problems to recommend it.
The game looks cool because of it's great artstyle. The campaign is on "normal" gamespeed and this is way too slow. I couldn't
find a way to put the gamespeed on "fast". And of course it has a cheesy story and the main character is very unlikeable. The
multiplayer mode is better you can put the gamespeed on "fast", but the AI isn't very challenging so you need some friends to
enjoy the game after defeating it.
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The game tries a weird RPG vs RTS mode in multiplayer where you can chose to only play with your hero or go in RTS mode
where your hero is deactivated for 30 minutes. You can chose in the options for only using only the RTS mode. In RTS mode
the gameplay is very macro oriented and is basically build a better economy and send a bigger army to the enemy. There isn't
much use to microing your army. The way of casting spells is horrible and the whole RPG UI is bad. If you have friends who
want to play this game it could be pretty cool, but I wouldn't recommend it for the singleplayer or skirmish against the AI.. This
is a cute hidden object game. You are moving through a forest/ jungle/ savannah/ bottom of the ocean etc. exploring the habitat
of different animals. The goal is to find various different items for each creature (fish for a polar bear etc.) The game is very
simple though it can be hard to find some of the objects at times as they all blend so well with the environment. There is a hint
button in form of a sliding puzzle if you get stuck. The location of the items changes slightly with every play through so the
game has some replayability.

The game is visually beautiful. The blend of watercolor illustrations and subtle music sets a very relaxing tone.

I'd not recommend the game to those who like story driven or action filled games as there is none of that in here. It's a more
relaxing, meditative, anxiety-reducing kind of game. Good for young children or those who want to unwind for a bit.
. I love the music and artistic design, as they are very whimsical.

You play a mad dwarven mage, vexed by another of your kind who has had the audacity to blight your view with her or his
tower on the hill just over yonder.

 As your towers climb into the sky, you select kit to go into the rooms. This kit is either offensive or defensive in nature, and it
will be used in your feud with the other dwarf who has decided to block your view with her or his phallic symbol, thrust
erotically into the sky's tender loins. At some point, you begin casting spells, deploying rats and repairing your facility as your
feud becomes a fight to the death, ending only when one tower or the other is toppled.

This game might also be read as a paen for two-dimensional urban planning.

Fun little game.. The first DLC is worth the 1.99 is costs. The second DLC is way too easy and I beat it in under an hour....
. The trailer is lame.
The game is pretty sweet and now a must have for me.
Thanks. :D
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